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Ring a bell
Works by Anil Waghela & Qutub Rind



Anecdotes of Memory

Aamna Hussain

"Memory... is the diary that we all carry about with us."

(Oscar Wilde)

The under-discussion body of works by the artists, Anil 

Waghela and Qutub Rind, is impeccable visual instance of 

how Oscar Wilde described the idea of memory long before 

the advent of visual culture driven by globalization. Time 

and memories can be philosophized as moving in opposite 

directions to each other, hence the idea of memory could 

perhaps be the unique competitor of the most powerful 

phenomenon that is time. Memory is perhaps the central 

and linking force for all our senses. 

The artistic practice by Anil Waghela is multi-layered, 

comprised of image-making through usage of drawings 

and photo-transfers. He works around visual subjects 

from art-history and its connection with present time. 

The process-based artworks by Waghela are essentially 

narratives that are product of references from history, 

current times and his interpretation of the link 

between the two. Titled as "Process drawings 1", the 

artwork depicts reference to the famous painting 

"Damayanti and the swan-messenger " by celebrated 

Indian painter Raja Ravi Verma. The visual appears to 

be somewhat blurred reminiscent of mythology memo-

ries. The artwork "Process drawings 2" addresses 

notion of motherhood, built up on references of iconic 

'Madonna & Child' by Leonardo Da Vinci and 'Keralite Mother 

& Child' by Raja Ravi Verma. The two references from 



Untitled I, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 67 x 52 cm, 2016



Process drawings 5, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin,
66 x 107 cm, 2016





Positive, negative (diptych), Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 34 x 137 cm (each), 2016

art-history are fused together through usage of blurred 

vision. The artwork appears to be narrating idea of mother-

hood memory and celebration of childhood. Dominated 

with tones of red, artwork "Process drawings 3" uses Raja 

Ravi Verma's 'Between Heaven & Earth" as base reference 

visual. It shows three female figures juxtaposed by multiple 

layers of clouds imagery. Another artwork "Process draw-

ings 4" depicts multiple figures elevated in clouds. The 

artwork carries ideas of the imagined world. The painting 

shows pillars covered with patterns, symbolizing 

human-constructed perception. The artwork titled as 

"Process drawings 5" carries multiple human figures 

derived from the famous painting 'Birth of Venus' by Botti-

celli and Raja Ravi Verma's various paintings around the 

theme of Hindu mythology around Vishnu. The human 

figures are composed all over the surface layered by imagery 

of pre-historic looking fish fossils, serving as metaphors of 



memories and thoughts. The work is strong representation 

of notion of history of ideas, imagination and mythologies. 

The artwork "Process drawings 6" is abstract-looking, 

retaining repetitive patterns that are composed of organ-

ic-looking entities. The work is exemplary visual of cyclical 

spirit of nature, history and time. Waghela builds multiple 

layered ideas around history, time, memory and mytholo-

gy, all merged into one. The artistic practice by Waghela 

can be described as a process in finality itself and it is 

open-ended interpretation as well as interlinking of visual 

and mythological history.

Qutub Rind uses Chamakpatti on wasli. Chamakpatti is reflec-

tive tape that is massively used in truck-art and wasli in 

traditional surface for miniature paintings. He creates 

visuals by using beads as brush, stamping on Chamakpatti. 

Hence combing something popular with traditional, Rind 



Bandoli, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 101 x 65 cm, 2016



Untitled II, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 67 x 52 cm, 2016



Dhanaar, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 29 x 67 cm, 2016

has experimented with materials and technique. He uses 

imagery from photographic references of his own from 

jail and tribal feuds, often portraying human figures 

carrying arms. The artwork "Tangawe" illustrates a gun 

with traditionally decorated belt. Tangawe is the Balochi 

word for jewelry, and Rind shot the reference photograph 

in a jail. The gun-belts are considered precious cultural 

artifacts in certain areas of world. The artwork alters the 

context of violence and puts it in framework of beauty. 

Another artwork "Ghisani Lave Mazaniya Gardina" shows a 

hand pointing a gun at a child sitting on the ground. It is a power-

ful visual narrating relationship of childhood aspirations in 

the form of arms as toys. The ideas of beauty and violence are  



illustrated through another artwork titled as "Untitled I" 

portraying a tribal leader holding a gun and posing for a 

photograph. It is power symbolization in custom in certain 

tribes to be photographed with personal arms. One comes 

across the image of an old cannon surrounded by various 

small weapons in artwork titled as "Untitled II". The cannon 

is part of Lahore Museum collection and Rind has 

composed it like an abstract portrait. The overall visual 

forms an unreal pattern that can be interpreted as a meta-

phor for uncertainty. Violence has its many faces, and 

uncertainty is one of them. Continuing with notions of 

beauty and fear, the artwork "Lad Pilaan" narrates the 

real-life incident of a tribal woman migrating along with  



Process drawings 3, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin,
66 x 97 cm, 2016





Lad Pilaan, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 50 x 69 cm, 2016

her children and carrying a gun concealed inside a pillow. 

The artwork represents transformation of fearful experi-

ence into a beautiful one on surface, as well as addressing 

multiple layers of violence, innocence, motherhood, beauty 

and bravery merged into each-other. The work titled as 

"Positive, negative" is carrying the image of a gun, divided 

equally into inverted image, looking like positive and nega-

tive of a photo-film. The work is visual vice-versa of the 

ideas of revenge and self-defense. It shows a personal arms 

as both murderer and victim.

Memory is an interesting phenomenon as reflection and 

recollection of time, thoughts, history, ideas and more. 

Keeping memory as broader framework, both the artists 



skillfully communicate visual ideas of violence, beauty, 

mythology, history, fear and time. It can be challenging to 

retain so many ideas within one's practice, however, both 

the artists have developed their respective visual vocabu-

laries to narrate complex notions through visual art. The 

distinct feature of both the bodies of artworks is the fact 

that the artists have summed up many complex viewpoints 

in a coherent manner.



Process drawings 4, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin,
79 x 71 cm, 2016





Anil Waghela

Statement

My work talks about the reasons 

behind opting of a particular image 

or visual in moulding the theme.  It 

also talks about unfolding the source 

of inspiration, about how the visuals 

came out in a patternistic way and 

why a certain visual caught my 

fancy so deeply so as to incorporate 

them into my work. 

 

My choice of a particular image and visual is based in my 

real encounter with them in life.  The encounter further 

motivates me to ultimately convert them in a pattern of 

zooming in and zooming out perspective which creates an 

unending order of connection of conceptualization and 

aesthetic.

Biography

Anil was born in 1991 in Mir Pur Bathoro in district Thatta, 

Sindh, Pakistan and currently lives and works in Lahore, 

Pakistan. He did his BFA  in painting from National College 

of Arts Lahore in 2013, and achieved Distinction in Major 

Studio Practice.  Anil has participated in various groups 

shows in Pakistan & UAE.



Process drawings 1, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin,
66 x 50 cm, 2016



Process drawings 6, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin,
69 x 58 cm, 2016



Ghisani Lave Mazaniya Gardina, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 69 x 36 cm, 2016



Tangawe, Qutub Rind, Chamakpatti on wasli, 99 x 74 cm, 2016



Qutub Rind

Statement

Considering myself as an object, having a 

journey of time and place, shifting from 

Lahore to Jacobabad, I intend to see 

things in different/altered/desired/giv-

en contexts. Living in the times, where 

there is Red everywhere, my image 

making practice deals with the idea of 

altering the context of violent tools with 

aesthetically beautiful and harmless 

ones such as Moti (beads) and Chamak-

patti (reflective tape) in my work. Using embroiderey, gun 

belts made with beads in jail etc. references in my work has 

a metaphorical reasoning for depicting the dreadful experi-

ence of a woman caused by the violent tools, stitched in her 

pillow, the fearful experience converted into beautiful and 

vivid embroidery designs and patterns.

Biography

Qutub Ali Rind was born in 1984 in Jacobabad, Sindh, 

Pakistan,  belongs to a Baloch tribal area. He graduated 

from National College of Arts Lahore in Fine Arts in 2014.  

He has severeal local and international grouop shows to his 

credit.  



Process drawings 2, Anil Waghela, dry pastels and tissue tape on paper compressed in resin, 
69 x 56 cm, 2016




